ABSTRACT The emerging high-performance computing Exascale supercomputing system, which is anticipated to be available in 2020, will unravel many scientific mysteries. This extraordinary processing framework will accomplish a thousand-folds increment in figuring power contrasted with the current Petascale framework. The prospective framework will help development communities and researchers in exploring from conventional homogeneous to the heterogeneous frameworks that will be joined into energy efficient GPU devices along with traditional CPUs. For accomplishing ExaFlops execution through the Ultrascale framework, the present innovations are confronting several challenges. Huge parallelism is one of these challenges, which requires a novel low power consuming parallel programming approach for attaining massive performance. This paper introduced a new parallel programming model that achieves massive parallelism by combining coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelism over inter-node and intranode computation respectively. The proposed framework is tri-hybrid of MPI, OpenMP, and compute unified device architecture (MOC) that compute input data over heterogeneous framework. We implemented the proposed model in linear algebraic dense matrix multiplication application, and compared the quantified metrics with well-known basic linear algebra subroutine libraries such as CUDA basic linear algebra subroutines library and KAUST basic linear algebra subprograms. MOC outperformed to all implemented methods and achieved massive performance by consuming less power. The proposed MOC approach can be considered an initial and leading model to deal emerging Exascale computing systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
High Performance Computing (HPC) generally refers to the practice of aggregating computing power in a way that delivers much higher performance than one could get out of a typical desktop computer or workstation in order to solve large problems in science, engineering, or business [1] , [2] . Supercomputing and parallel computing are the similar terms to HPC.
The fundamental idea behind the HPC is that, for instance, a single compute takes 100 hours to complete a job, and we can solve the same task by using 100 computers in 1 hour. A single node in a supercomputer may not be a more powerful but it can be when using all the resources together.
Initially, the utilization of HPC was limited to some particular applications such as simple simulations, engineering, oil and gas due to massive cost of HPC systems. However, now a day HPC is being utilized in various areas such as data mining, social media services, education sectors and industries. From recent past, Many HPC applications such as climate and environmental modelling, computation fluid dynamics (CFD) molecular nanotechnology [3] , intelligent planetary spacecraft [4] and many other big data applications demand for an extreme powerful computing system to deal such applications. The HPC pioneers and researchers asserted that the emerging supercomputing systems ''Exascale systems'' will be presented till start of next decade [5] , [6] . This heterogeneous architecture based HPC supercomputer framework will give a thousand-overlay increase in performance over existing Petascale systems. Such massive performing HPC system will enable the unscrambling of many scientific mysteries by achieving ExaFlops number of calculations within secs [7] . According to development toward Exascale computing systems, it has been anticipated that it will be comprised of a huge number of heterogeneous nodes where each node will be configured with conventional multicore CPUs and many core accelerated GPU devices [8] , [9] . The arising of heterogeneity of HPC systems is leading in growingly complex platforms at a time when the demand for greater computing power continues to expand. Leading supercomputing systems, the key challenge is the massive power consumption during HPC data processing. According to current HPC supercomputing system architectures, up to 10 million number of cores are resided per node that consume about 25 to 60 MW power. Applying this power consuming ratio, Exascale computing systems will demand up to 130 MW power consumption to achieve Exaflops which is not affordable for maximum countries. However, HPC pioneers such as United States Department of Energy (US DoE), Intel, IBM and AMD defined some limitations for Exascale systems such as energy consumption ≈ 25-30 MW, capital cost ≈ 200 M USD, targeted time of delivery ≈ 2020-2022 and system cores should be up to 100 million [10] . It is very challenging for current HPC systems to achieve ExaFlops level performance under these hard limitations. However, a key element of the strategy as we move forward is the co-design of the applications, programming environments, frameworks and architectures. In addition, hardware breakthrough under the power consumption limitations is also required.
A. EXASCALE CHALLENGES
The primary challenge for the Exascale system is that it does not exist yet. However, in trying to achieve ExaFlops level performance under the defined strict limitations, current technologies are facing several fundamental challenges. At a broad level, these challenges can be categorized in following themes in Table 1 [6] .
One conventional approach to upgrade an HPC system framework is to enhance the clock speed. Due to extraordinary heat dissipation, this approach will be fixed at 1 GHz and alternative approach to increase the number of cores will be adopted [12] . According to above indicated restrictions for Exascale systems, we cannot increase the number of cores more than one hundred million. Ultimately, increase in number cores can provide targeted performance level but with massive power consumption. An alternate solution is 'massive parallelism', which required improving the programming environment. According to Jacobsen et al. [13] , the performance of multi-level parallelism in tri-hierarchy model can be promising for Exascale computing systems. However, it should be implemented and investigated on larger clusters with more than two GPUs and different domain decomposition strategies.
This paper introduces hybrid of MPI+OMP+CUDA (MOC), a new massive parallel programming model for largescale heterogeneous cluster systems. In this article, we adopt the term tri-hybrid of ''MPI+OMP+CUDA'' abbreviated as ''MOC''. MOC provides three level of parallelism such as coarse grain, fine grain and finer granularity parallelism by computing data over inter-node, intranode and accelerated NVIDIA GPUs devices respectively. The authors and HPC pioneers build over previous work and introduced CuBLAS (CUDA Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library) [14] and KBAS (KAUST Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) [15] the more performance tuning knobs that could maintain decent throughput across previous and current accelerated GPUs hardware generations, without code rewriting. Although these models provides a decent performance but cannot be considered for emerging Exascale computing systems due to massive power consumption. As discussed above the characteristics of Exascale systems that will deal with big data HPC applications. However, with respect to two fundamental HPC metrics ''performance and power consumption'', MOC outperformed to existing state-of-the-art on larger dataset computations. MOC attains asymptotically up to 30% and 40% speedup against the best implementations on heterogeneous multiprocessor CPUs and accelerated NVIDA GPUs.
Further, the paper is organized in such way that section II carried out a detailed background of parallel programming models used in MOC proposed model. In addition, we have accomplished a comprehensive literature review of these models with different hierarchies and reported the HPC facing challenges for today and future Exascale computing systems. Section III highlights our contribution in current study. Section IV demonstrates the MOC model in detail and presents the features and functionalities of inter-node, intra-node and GPU computations in MOC. Section V describes the experimental setup including platform, HPC metrics and measurement mechanism of these metrics. Furthermore, section VI shows the experimental results of MOC and compared with existing state-of-the-art implementations. Section VII describes the critical parameters necessary to tune the MOC model for Exascale computing systems. In addition, this section presents an anticipated configuration model for Exascale system and we conclude in section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND LITERATURE REVIEW
We now give a brief background of parallel programming models including MPI, OpenMP and CUDA that has been used in MOC model followed by a comprehensive literature review in section 2.2.
A. TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND 1) MPI
MPI is a notable autonomous library that has been utilized for correspondence among the explicit procedures in distributed framework. Basically, the standard version MPI was introduced in 1994 [16] . Later on, number of modifications were in made to provide new features in different versions. In recent past, some challenges including environmental layouts, message passing in heterogeneous cluster systems, blocking/non-blocking data distribution and receiving were addressed in MPI 3.0 version [17] . Although the original development in MPI was not for Exascale consideration but a progressive improvement made it the promising consideration for emerging HPC systems. In the light of Exascale computing systems, it still requires several considerations such as low power consuming strategies in message passing among the heterogeneous cores, synchronization handling in non-blocking strategy and memory management mechanisms [18] , [19] .
2) OPENMP
Open Specification for Multi-Processing (OpenMP) single instruction multiple data (SIMD) based a new model was introduced for CPU thread level parallelism in 1997 [20] . OpenMP parallelize the code over CPU threads using different directives, library routines and clauses. Throughout the OpenMP development, these shared memory standards are available in C++ and FORTRAN languages. In OpenMP 4.0 version, a number of new features were introduced. These features includes ''new atomic operations'' that are used for fine grain synchronization [21] . It also contained many tasks extensions and error handling clauses that maintain the program execution. According to latest build OpenMP 4.5, OMP also facilitate the programmer to run application code on accelerated GPU devices. Along with GPU computation, synchronization between host CPUs and GPU cores was improved that is capable to run multiple task in a group format using 'taskgroup' construct. In addition, load balancing in during loop parallelization was also improved using 'taskloop' directive [22] . Although OpenMP has become a very famous model to deal parallel programming merely it is implementable only for single node architectures but cannot be used for cluster systems having multiple nodes. By future perspectives, it has been observed that OpenMP can be used in hybrid with MPI for future comping systems where OpenMP will perform intra-node execution.
3) CUDA
In the light of accelerated NVIDIA GPU programming, NVIDIA presented Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) a remarkable model that achieve massive parallelism by running user input data over accelerated GPUs cores. CUDA architecture is also available in C++ and FORTRAN programming languages [23] . The recent stable CUDA release 8.0 introduced a new optimization schemes that improve the performance in the system. Accordingly, we can make grid and block level optimization by creating multiple stream-processors for each SM on GPU. Further new CUDA release 9.1 was presented that contained the new profiling mechanisms. This new build was supportive for multiple GPU architectures including pascal and lambda compilers [24] . In CUDA model, sequential code is parallelized by executing through CUDA kernel.
According to basic structure of CUDA programming, before calling CUDA kernel, some pre-processing are performed where firstly memory allocation is performed for GPU devices with equal number of variables used at host side. Further, data is transferred from host to GPU devices using particular methods provided by CUDA. Once data transformation is confirmed, CUDA kernel is called for GPU computation. At this stage, we can use multiple CUDA kernels to run over multiple accelerated NVIDIA GPU devices. A detailed overview has been presented in figure 1 [25] .
B. LITERATURE REVIEW
Parallelism has brought about a great revolution to enhance the performance in the computer. Parallelism was introduced firstly in the 90s and still being explored to deal targeted Exascale computing systems. The primary objective of Exascale systems is to deal big data HPC applications such as climate and environmental modelling, computation fluid dynamics (CFD), molecular nanotechnology, intelligent planetary spacecraft and many other applications that are required to run on HPC systems. In order to deal these HPC applications, a variety of PPMs such as High-Performance FORTRAN (HPF) [26] and an explicit message-passing interface (MPI) were introduced to attain TFlops. Terascale computing systems were based on coarse-grained parallelism that VOLUME 6, 2018 was accomplished at the inter-node level through singlehierarchy models such as MPI. To increase the performance in Terascale systems, many new approaches were introduced, such as pure parallelism, in situ processing [27] , and out-of-core and multi-resolution techniques. However, pure parallelism was conceived as a suitable paradigm. These suggested models were not able to address the challenges of the higher-order CFD applications and required thread-level parallel computing in a cluster system. Later on, dual-hierarchy model (MPI + X) was introduced for Petascale supercomputing systems [28] . The objective of the Petascale system was to achieve both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelism through inter-node and intra-node processing. Therefore, a hybrid model of MPI (to parallelize data at the inter-node level) and OpenMP (to parallelize at the intra-node level) was proposed by Dong et al. [29] . This hybrid technique enhanced the performance in solving HPC applications. The hybrid model of MPI and OpenMP [30] for coarse-grained parallelism shows good scalability compared to single-hierarchylevel parallelism (pure MPI and pure OpenMP 3.0) with respect to both the problem size and the number of processors for a fixed problem size. Nevertheless, the use of multiple threading in a hybrid paradigm increases the thread management overhead in thread creation/destruction and synchronization considerably with the increase in the number of threads [31] . To update the thread-level parallelism and address the overhead in thread creation/destruction and synchronization, OpenMP 4.0 was released in 2013 as discussed in last section. This new version was equipped with new features for error handling, tasking extensions, atomics and support for accelerated computation. The primary challenge with this hybrid model was massive power consumption while data transferring and communication among CPU processors [32] . However, new hybrid PPM approaches and hardware devices were required for localizing the work from the distributed system in the spectral element method and performing efficient computations using multiple threads.
Since a decade ago, a sensational change happened in hardware advancements in IT. Many-cores architecture based new energy-efficient and powerful devices has been introduced such as Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) by NVIDIA [33] , Many Integrated Cores (MIC) by Intel [36] . These GPUs devices were also introduced by different pioneers such as ADM-GPU [34] , ARM [35] . These SingleInstruction Multiple-Data (SIMD)-architecture-based manycores devices contained thousands of cores in single chip that are much powerful than conventional CPUs. The legacy GPU devices were applicable only for graphical processing but new GPU models called General-Purpose Graphical Processing Unit (GPGPU) are available to compute general purpose data processing in HPC applications along with graphical computation. These GPGPUs can be programmed using several accelerated programming models such as OpenCL [37] , [38] , OpenACC [39] , CUDA and OpenMP that can program GPUs. According to different experiences and consequences, CUDA is most promising model for accelerated programming which is optimizable at thread level.
The previous hybrid models could deal only homogenous systems but not heterogeneous cluster systems. However by software perspectives, new hybrid programming models were required that could utilize these energy-efficient accelerated devices along with traditional CPUs [40] , [41] . Pennycook et al. [42] proposed a new hybrid (MPI + CUDA) approach to implement in NAS LU benchmark. Rakić et al. [43] introduced the similar MPI + CUDA parallelization of a finite strip program for geometric nonlinear analysis. The hybrid of MPI+CUDA is applicable on heterogeneous cluster system where multiple CPU processors are configured along with accelerated NVIDIA GPU devices. Likely, another hybrid of OpenMP + CUDA approach was introduced to achieve massive performance by computing data over single node having heterogeneous processors [44] - [46] . The similar functionally was achieved by Howison et al. [47] through hybrid of MPI+ PThread. These hybrid approaches could achieve coarse grain and fine-grain parallelism through MPI and GPU computations respectively. To achieve massive parallelism in the system, the hierarchy level in PPMs was shifted from dual-to tri-level by adding another layer of parallelism. Figure 2 demonstrates the increasing hierarchy in parallel programming models. Toward massive parallel computing using tri-hierarchy level, symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) based new model was introduced to run on larger cluster systems in [48] . In this model, communication among SMP nodes was made using message passing interface. Further second level of parallel computing starts over CPU threads within the node that was accomplished by OpenMP. Continuing parallel computing it starts third level of parallelism by vectorization for each processing element. The primary aim of this approach was to achieve massive parallelism by combining coarse and fine grains within each SMP. Hybrid approach doesn't allow the message passing in SMP nodes which was the main advantage over flat MPI. Further this tri-hybrid model was used to solve several three dimensional linear elastic problems and achieved 3.80 TFlops. From smaller executions, both trihybrid and flat MPI achieve better performance but hybrid model outperformed to flat MPI for larger systems with multiple SMP nodes. Although the performance in tri-hybrid model was good enough but huge power consumption was the biggest challenge for HPC technologies. According to Amarasinghe et al. [50] , unanimous implementation of existing models and powerful GPU devices for better performance of the system should be reinvestigated. On the road toward Exascale computing systems, it has been anticipated that in tri-hybrid third level of parallel computing model X will be replaced by accelerated processing through energy efficient GPU computations. In order to decide this X model, several models were recommended in different studies [51] - [54] . These studies recommended OpenACC, CUDA at top consideration where OpenACC exceeded the performance of the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) by approximately 50%. Moreover, it exceeded CUDA's performance by up to 98%. Conversely, metrics such as optimization and program flexibility, thread synchronization and other advanced features are attainable in CUDA but not in OpenACC. Under these metrics, HPC heterogeneous systems prevents unnecessary usage of resources. Eventually, we finalized the X model as CUDA to compute accelerated GPU devices in current studies, which is expected the promising model for Exascale computing system.
III. CONTRIBUTIONS
Our contribution in this paper can be summarized as follows:
-Proposed a new tri-hybrid MPI + OpenMP + CUDA (MOC) massive parallel computing model for Exascale computing system that combine coarse-grain, fine grain and finer granularity through inter-node, intra-node and accelerated GPU computations. 
IV. TRI-HYBRID MPI+OPENMP+CUDA (MOC) PARALLEL PROGRAMMING MODEL
In this section, we have presented the proposed trihybrid parallel programming model for Exascale computing system. Based on the hierarchy navigation in previous parallel programming models, the proposed approach is a hybrid of MPI, OpenMP and CUDA and abbreviated as MOC. MOC contains three major level of computations such as inter-node, intra-node and accelerated GPU devices. The detailed workflow of these three parallel computing level has been illustrated in Figure 3 . Each computation level has been discussed in detail as follows:
A. INTER-NODE COMPUTATION
Before interacting with MOC model, some prerequisites are necessary to determine about targeted system that includes host CPU cores and its architecture, number of racks if targeted system is larger cluster, total number of nodes in the system, the GPU devices for accelerated computing and type of GPUs, memory type and levels. Once these specifications are determined, parallel computing zones started. MOC provides basically three levels of parallel zones where first and top level is obtained through inter-node computation. Inter-node computation was achieved by MPI that communicate among host CPUS processors in all connected nodes. MPI defines two types of processes such as master process and slave process where master process is indicated with rank '0' and slave processes are represented with nonzero ranks. Before data distribution over processes, there are some fundamental MPI statements that are necessary to define these ranks and communication size over MPI world. Continuing the parallel computing, MPI master processes distribute the data over all connected nodes through slave processes. In order to distribute and receive the data, several methods are available to use. For MOC model, we implemented blocking methods MPI_Send() and MPI_Recv() for sending and receiving data. Although these methods are not as much efficient as non-blocking Isend() and Irec() but we blocking methods maintain the synchronization. In our implementation, we didn't use any optimization during data distribution however, this level of parallelism provides only coarse grain parallelism. After distrusting data over CPU processes, the next parallel computing zone started as described below. 
B. INTRA-NODE COMPUTATION (START FROM HERE TO NEXT)
Intra-node computation is second level of parallelism where distributed data over host CPU cores is computed within the node. This computation is performed over CPU threads. These threads can be parallelized through different parallel programming models. Once of the most famous parallel programming model to parallelize CPU threads is OpenMP. As discussed above, OpenMP can be used to program both CPU cores and GPU devices as well. In MOC implementation, we used OpenMP to program parallelize CPU threads and achieved fine grain parallelism. OpenMP programming model contains one main outer pragma that initiate the parallel zone. Each statement written within this pragma is computed in parallel. However, to achieve fine grain parallelism, we implemented multiple looping directives and sections directives, and refine the parallelism. Within these pragmas, we defined the third level of parallelism called GPU computation. In order to optimize the resource, we reserved the similar number OpenMP threads as number of available GPU devices.
C. ACCELERATED GPU COMPUTATION
The third level of parallelism in MOC model was performed through data processing over accelerated GPU devices. Each CPU process was reserved for every GPU device. Therefore, a looping statement reserve a specific GPU device every time and transfer data from host to GPU device. This data is further computed in CUDA kernel that run the code on specific GPU device. At this stage, data is computed over thousands of cores in parallel and obtained finer granularity. For a cluster system having larger number of GPU devices, it's difficult to write the kernels each time. However, MOC model contained a generic form of CUDA kernel that receive/return data in template format and execute accordingly. Once data computation over GPU devices is completed, it transferred back over host cores and controlled by OpenMP threads from where it was initiated. Similarly, OpenMP complete its execution within the pragma and return data to MPI slave processes. After receiving data from all these levels, MPI master thread collect data from slave processes and return the results back to user call. In such way, we achieve three level of parallelism from MOC model. Algorithm in Listing 1, describes the individual role of MPI, OpenMP and CUDA in MOC model that provide three levels of parallelism as discussed above. Analysing computation and communication cost of an algorithm depicts that whether the algorithm is useful or not. Generally, running time of any algorithm depends on multiple factors such as single/multi-processor system, read/write speed to memory, bit system (32/64 bits) and the input data. Theoretically, an algorithm is evaluated by calculating the time and space complexity in it [63] , [64] . Space complexity is related to memory types used in the system. Now a day, we have advanced memory devices that overcome the space issues and consequently ignore the space complexity considerations. Generally, a parallel algorithm is analysed by following factors.
List. 1. The Tri-Hybrid MOC Algorithm
In order to evaluate these parameters in MOC model, let's assume that N is the problem size in bytes. In MOC model, each process p i will process these bytes equally as w = N /p where w is the workload and f is considered the percentage of workload w that cannot be processed within the parallel region. According to Amdahl's law, we consider the T t the time factor for processing by adding t threads on each p. Using asymptotic analysis O(N ) approach, the required work amount for N bytes can be expressed as O( N pT t ). During processing of any parallel algorithm, it incurs some amount of communication overhead [65] . In MOC implantation, we tried to reduce the communication rounds from three phases including sending, computing and receiving; and assume the overhead cost as T o . During sending round, let us assume that s bytes data will be send by a process p i from working region. Therefore, the communication complexity for sending s bytes will be as O(
N S p
). Similarly, the multithreaded processes can compute C bytes of data using share memory. During data computation over processes, many overhead possibilities exist there such as wait time during accessing shared data, processes synchronization etc. However, these overheads during data computation can be expressed as o = N /M where M is the output of data computation. Thus the complexity of data computation round can be determined as O( N oCp ). Once the program execution is done by all the processes, the third round of data receiving takes start that can be described as O(log (p + Rec)) where Rec is timestamps for receiving processed data.
Overall the total time complexity of MOC algorithm can be summarized as (T m = T c + T o ) where T c represents the computation cost of input data and T o is the communication overhead cost.
Equation (c) elaborates that the complexity in MOC algorithm depend on multiple parameters under data computation and communication among the processes.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section explains the selected experimental platform for proposed MOC model. In experiments, we measured different HPC metrics that includes performance factors such as execution time, number of achieved flops, power consumption and the energy efficiency in the system. A detailed description of these metrics is explained in following section.
A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
In order to evaluate the suggested MOC model, all experiments were performed on Aziz supercomputer available in [57] . Regarding software speficications, it run using Cent OS with release 6.4. For accelerated programming CUDA recent toolkit 9.1 is installed. It also contained many other compilers required for HPC libraries.
B. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
System performance is the primary aim of current and emerging HPC systems. The performance metric contains different factors that evaluates a system's performance such as execution time, number of achieved flops. Usually, in HPC systems, the number of flops are calculated by dividing the number of floating point operations (FPOps) by parallel execution time PE t as given in equation (1).
Following equation (1), we measured the number of achieved flops by executing different datasets of DMM algorithm in MOC model.
C. POWER MEASUREMENT
Energy consumption is the primary challenge toward emerging HPC systems. Although this challenges is somehow addressed in current computing systems but we cannot increase the system performance under defined power consumption limitations. However, the main theme of Exascale systems is to minimize the power consumption by selection optimal hardware and software frameworks [58] . Many novel programming approaches are being introduced to program accelerated energy efficient devices that can minimize the power consumption level. Generally, a system is evaluated according to its energy consumption, which indicates the power rate at which processing was executed, as described in equation (2) .
From above equation, we can calculate the total energy consumption of a system by integrating the energy consumption, which is composed of the bandwidth, memory contention, parallelism and behavior of the application in the HPC parallel system, as described in equation (3).
On the basis of the dictated factors and the fundamental energy evaluation, we quantified these factors in the current study with respect to system performance and power consumption. For any heterogeneous cluster system, the power consumption can be calculated by summation of the products of the power of each component and the corresponding duration [59] . Generally, Power consumption in a system is categories in two types. 1) System Specification 2) Application Specification Since the system specification has GPU devices installed in it, the power consumption is calculated by equation (4):
From equation 4, it can be speculated that the approximate power consumption of a system is the sum of the products of the installed GPUs, CPUs and motherboard. The power consumption varies with the workload; however, on the application side, it can be quantified using equation (5):
According to equations (4) and (5), the power consumption in watts was measured at the idle state of the system, where only 5 watts of power were consumed by the motherboard and the remaining power was consumed by the cores of system.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Tri-hybrid MOC model was implemented in linear algebraic dense matrix multiplication (DMM) algorithm [60] . We performed all the implementation on Aziz supercomputing available in King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah Saudi Arabia as the specification are described above. During experiments, we observed two fundamental HPC metrics including performance and power consumption that are biggest challenges for current and emerging HPC systems. As Aziz contained multiple GPU devices, however we computed different matrix sizes on multiple CUDA kernels (four, eight and twelve). During experiments, it was observed that multiple kernels outperformed to single kernel call with respect to performance by consuming low power. For a heterogeneous system, we noticed that larger than four kernels couldn't perform well. This happens due to unnecessary utilization of resources and communication among the devices and host cores. According to new CUDA build 9.1, the overhead of communication can be minimized by using additional CUDA statements that allow to communicate with host cores only when necessary. In contrast, four kernels outperformed throughout the executions due to an optimized resources utilization. A naïve code along with specific parameters of implemented DMM has been presented in table 2 as follows. Above code described in table 2 is not explained completely due to space restrictions. However, readers can approach to Tiwari et al. [61] that has described DMM implementation and optimization strategy in details. In our implementation, z array was reused in the buffer register and x, y arrays were stored in caches to utilize in efficient way.
However, in order to quantify the performance in selected linear algebraic dense matrix multiplication application, the number of floating point (FP) operations of DMM algorithm were determined. Generally, in dense matrix multiplication algorithm (DMMA), it is apparent that the total number (TN) of FP operations to compute a product of two square matrices can be calculated using a simple formula as follows in equation (6) .
Once the TN of FPOps are determined, we can calculate the number of flops using equation (1) . According to DMM algorithm implementation, it was observed the peak performance for datasets 1000-10000 reached up to 1 Teraflops in four kernels. For all kernels implementation the observed performance was achieved by 716 Gflops as an average as shown in Figure 4 . We noticed that the implementation of four CPU threads per node along with equal number of CUDA kernels outperformed to all other kernel configurations and consequently accomplished approximately 1 Teraflops with 68% peak performance. Conversely, bigger kernel sizes also achieved an adequate performance but consumed more power due to unnecessary communication among heterogeneous cores. Alongside performance, we evaluated another essential metric, to be specific, energy consuming in the system that was 28 Joules. At most extreme DMM for a dataset of size 10000 through an enhanced four kernel setup, the evaluated energy proficiency was 8.3 Gflops/W. The addition of assets influenced energy effectiveness significantly and diminished it to 5.6 Gflops/W, as appeared in Figure 5 .
Performance and energy efficiency are directly proportional to each other, however the trade-off between both metrics can be determined [62] as given:
Performance Power =
Execution within the time unit Energy during the execution time unit

= work energy
Therefore trade-off between these metrics provides the rate of accomplishable performance under given energy efficiency as presented in Figure 6 where horizontal and vertical lines VOLUME 6, 2018 presents the entropy of energy efficiency and performance respectively. Any interacting point in the graph confronts the peak values of achieved performance and energy efficiency. We can settle the arrangement and parameters at any crossing point to give most extreme execution and vitality productivity. These assessments discovered that the best performance and energy efficiency which is accomplishable by utilizing the proposed demonstrate on the Aziz supercomputer was 1086 Gflops, which relates to energy efficiency of 8.3 Gflops/W.
In MOC implementations with different kernel sizes, we concluded that system performance is directly proportional to resource optimization and utilization during any dataset processing. Sometime, larger number of resources become the reason of performance decreasing in the system as (8,12 kernels) used in experiments. In order to compare the evaluated MOC performance and power consumption, we computed the similar DMM application matrix size in KBLAS and CuBLAS libraries. According to figure 7, KBLAS and CuBLAS could achieve maximum 810 and 630 Gflops/sec respectively whereas MOC achieved up to one Tflops during the same executions. MOC outperformed throughout to KBLAS and CuBLAS in all executions matrix sizes. During power consumption quantification, there consequences were different now where MOC consumed less power as compared to all other implementations as shown in figure 8 .
It was observed that MOC achieved 6.1 Gflops/w during smaller data computation whereas CuBLAS and KBLAS attained 5.2 and 5.7 number of Gflops/w respectively. By increasing matrix size, Gflops/w gradually changed in all implementations. We noticed that CuBLAS and KBLAS could achieved the maximum number of Gflops/w as 6.5-6.7 against maximum matrix size computations. In contrast, MOC attained the similar number of Gflops/w at initial matrix size executions. By increasing the matrix size, number of Gflops/w increased gradually and reached up to 8.3. Although KBLAS and CuBLAS are also optimized approaches in solving linear algebraic systems whereas MOC outperformed by depicting massive parallelism. Furthermore, the additional factor was utilization of NVIDIA GPU that processed the data in mili-seconds within small power consumption. However, we evaluated that MOC model accomplished 1086 Gflops by consuming 130 w total power consumption during larger matrix execution.
VII. EXASCALE COMPUTING SYSTEM DEMAND
The major challenge for future HPC supercomputing Exascale systems is that it doesn't exist yet. However, the development toward Exascale systems are being performed based on predictions and statistics in existing consequences. This section demonstrates a statistical analysis of performed experiments in current study. This factual investigation explore two primary HPC metrics including performance and power consumption which has been considered the challenging factors for Exascale computing systems. The current study was conducted on heterogeneous architecture based system that contained 11904 number of cores integrated in 494 number of homogenous nodes. Moreover, two k-20 NVIDA GPU devices were configured in the system for accelerated computing. The peak performance of selected platform was 211.3 Tflops/s and 228.5 Tflops/s with Linpack and theoretical performance respectively. Using this platform, MOC model achieved 1086 Gflops/s and consumed less than 28 joules energy for larger datasets. This rate of performance and energy consumption conceded the energy efficiency as 8.3 Gflops/Sec. This efficiency factor can be determined by using formula given in equation 7.
However,
Following equation (7), the peak performance was achieved under the power consumption with 130 W. According to predictive Exascale systems configuration given in Table 3 , if we enhance the selected platform with thousand-fold increase, it will be capable to provide Exaflops number of calculations per second. Based on the ratio of current computation and required resources, the predictive performance and power consumption were calculated, which are presented in Table 4 . Table 4 demonstrates the HPC current and emerging platforms. Based on consequences, we categorized the selected platform Aziz supercomputer into two domains such as accomplished and prescient. However, the accomplished results against each metric demonstrates that if Aziz is scaled with Exascale configurations, MOC model can provide the predictive performance level and power consumption in it. As scalability in current architecture doesn't requires any additional frameworks that however it can achieve the predictive figures by using MOC. Therefore, MOC model can be considered as promising model for emerging Exascale computing systems if we just scale the existing HPC system with fundamental resources required for Exascale systems. The determinations from current study, elicited several challenging that open new research directions and thoughts as follows:
• As HPC systems are not confirmed about its architecture, it may homogeneous / heterogeneous, however it must be investigated that how and which layer can manage the dynamic behaviour of the system and code irregularity as well.
• In different studies, we noticed that algorithms enhance the system performance by consuming less power; it must be investigated that which optimized approach can adopt this trade-off.
• As describe in top ten challenges, memory management is one of those, however, what additional hooks can be used to increase system efficiency by reducing communication cost.
• Resource optimization should also be considered as sometime small input data occupy large number of resources.
• How we can maintain the power consumption during larger executions within a particular environment?
• How the communication overhead among the heterogeneous cores can be reduced to dilute the power consumption?
The above concluded facts open new research directions and challenges for development communities and researchers. Based on these facts, the suggested MOC model must be implemented in different complex HPC applications and observe the system behaviour.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
HPC innovation is being moved from the Petascale to the extraordinary ''Exascale'' processing framework. This powerful system will required massive power consumption to provide Exaflops number of calculation in secs. However, HPC pioneers, researchers and development communities defined some hard limitations that should be considered for any Exascale system. These limitations includes majorly power consumption, performance level, delivery time and number of configured cores. Based on these limitations, current technologies are facing several challenges where accomplishing massive parallelism under energy constrains is one of those. Current study proposed a new tri-hybrid MOC (MPI + OpenMP + CUDA) parallel programming model that attained massive performance through monolithic parallelism in the system. In order to evaluate MOC model, we implemented in linear algebraic dense matrix multiplication application and observed different metrics such as performance and power consumption during different dataset executions. It was observed that MOC with four kernels outperformed against eight and twelve kernels implementations. Further, MOC with peak performance was compared with other most prominent implementations including KLBAS and CuBLAS.
We observed that MOC achieved a tremendous performance and reached up to 1 Teraflops within 130 W power consumption. Based on experimental consequences, we presented a predictive performance and power consumption of selected platform if we increase it up to Exascale configurations. Although these predictive results were not meeting the Exascale figures but enhance the performance by decreasing three time power consumption as in current computation systems. However, the suggested MOC model can be conceived as a promising model for emerging Exascale computing systems. By future perspectives, we must rethink and fix the determined challenges toward Exascale systems. The major challenge for Exascale is that it doesn't exist yet. However, we cannot assure that it will be homogeneous or heterogeneous architecture based systems. Therefore, we need an adaptive hybrid programming model that can deal both homogenous and heterogeneous architecture systems.
